the Italian Canadian associations in Toronto and Montreal, he took advantage of the newly-established multicultural policy to bring his work into commercial theatres in Canada.
Tony Nardi was born in a little village in southern Italy; his family and he immigrated to Toronto when he was five, in 1956. His first appearance on stage came even before he began school and, when his formal education ended, his first choice of career was acting. He briefly turned to journalism to please his Italian parents, who were not really keen on his first choice. Yet he would always use his spare time to write and direct plays for the local Italian social clubs. His first play, which was staged at the Italian Cultural Institute in Toronto in 1973, was about the daily life of an Italian Canadian family in Toronto under the siege of an authoritative patriarch; the play anticipated an interest in self-reflexive history which would later constitute one of the main themes of La Storia dell'Emigrante. Nardi managed to reach the commercial theatre scene in Toronto only after his breakthrough as an actor in Montreal. While his fame as an actor surpassed his reputation as a playwright, he continued to write plays and hoped that one day the success of his acting would attract more attention to his plays. His wish came true in 1979 with La Storia dell'Emigrante, which became chronologically the first theatrical work to be acknowledged officially by a Canadian institution.
Before going into more detail about the implications of this change for Italian Canadian theatre, I need to present the play. Set in Woodbridge (Toronto), in the late 1960s, the action of La Storia dell'Emigrante unfolds within the Testa family home, 'a typical Italian Canadian household' (Kaplan 1980:43) . The play begins with Raffaele Testa's announcement to his wife Filomena that, in the construction factory where he works, the Italians and "the others", the Anglo-Canadians, have gone on strike for better wages. Raffaele, a modest construction worker outside and a commanding patriarch inside, supports the strike. Yet his solidarity with his Anglo-Canadian co-workers ends there, since he is strongly opposed to any kind of social interaction between Italians and Canadians outside the workplace. His eldest son, Sal, on the other hand, is not only on friendly terms with Michael, a Canadian and fervent socialist, but is also (unknown to Raffaele) in love with Polly, a local Canadian girl. Despite Raffaele's distrust of the Canadians, he is persuaded by Sal and Michael's argument that the employers will try to sow division between the striking workers by playing "the foreign card" and by insinuating that the strike will come to an end as soon as the Italians will be threatened with losing their jobs.
Knowing that, as a respected and loyal member of the Italian Little Italy in Toronto, Raffaele will have more influence with his coreligionists than they will, Sal and Michael manage to convince him to urge the Italian workers to keep solidarity with their Canadians comrades and to resist the employers' attempts to divide them by stoking ethnic stereotypes. Initially, the strategy works well. Enjoying the sense of power he experiences as a guarantor of working-class solidarity and relishing the fact that the Italian workers listen to him, Raffaele gives himself over to his new task with enthusiasm. The crisis of the play is precipitated, however, when he accidentally overhears that Sal and Polly are engaged and that, at Filomena's prompting, they had been planning to keep the engagement secret until the success of the strike was assured, for fear this might cause Raffaele to change his mind about advocating solidarity between the Italians and the Canadians. Horrified at the prospect of his eldest son's marrying an Anglo-Canadian and convinced that he is being used to undermine the wider interests of his own community, Raffaele declares that he will boycott the strike unless Sal and Polly agree to break off their engagement. When Sal and Polly refuse, the scene explodes into a brawl between father and son; Raffaele becomes increasingly hysterical and wrecks his tomato patch. Only Filomena's calls for reason and moderation manage to calm him down, along with the discovery that he will soon become a "nonno" -a granddad. Raffaele, dazed and 'as if in a dream' (R, scene 10), still maintains that his outburst was right, while echoes from off-stage declare the success of the strike. What made Nardi's play so special? The significance of the subject matter of the play and historical contingencies have to be taken into consideration. Nardi chose a controversial way of negotiating his field of action: by foregrounding mutual prejudice as the main motive triggering the action of La Storia dell'Emigrante.
In the play, prejudice splits Italians and Canadians and prevents them from communicating with one another; prejudice also operates in both directions, against the Italian / Italian Canadian minority, as well as the majority. Concurrently, Nardi chose to frame La Storia in the context of an easily accessible historical event:
the illegal strikes of construction workers that hit Toronto in the 1960s. The events surrounding the strikes of 1960 and 1961 exposed elements of mistrust within the Canadian organized labour movement of the immediate post-war era towards the Italians, though this also helped pave the way for an early alliance between Italian immigrants and Canadian workers in the Toronto construction trades and evoked varied responses from Torontonians.
Although history suggests that Italian Canadians were not fundamentally opposed to Canada, the subject matter of Nardi's play may seem explicitly political, with the vulnerability of labour politics to ethnic divisions and the wider contest between Italian immigrants and Canadians providing the play with its essential themes.
These political issues, which are usually associated with the public sphere, are mediated exclusively here through the private sphere, the Testa living room in which the play is set. The action elsewhere -Raffaele's addresses to the Italian community in Toronto, Sal and Michael's meetings, and various diatribes against the commitment of the Italians to the strike -is merely reported. Since these public spaces are not actually staged, everything that happens in the play happens "inside." Nardi's choice of the illegal strikes of construction workers in Toronto as a backdrop does not imply the playwright's exclusive interest in exploring the dynamics of history, nor does it suggest his partisan approval of the actions of the strikers. Rather, it has the dual function of legitimating Italian prejudiced attitudes towards social change and, at the same time, reframing the representation of Italians produced by the dominant culture. It is not by direct analysis of the causes of the strike that Nardi seeks to find any resolution to the situation; indeed, no one directly involved in the strike even appears onstage. This backdrop seems to throw into relief the very different process unfolding within the walls of the house, in a manner typical of domestic tragedy (cf. Godin 1999:142). However, while the play can support such a reading, it is ultimately more complex than this; Raffaele's support for the strike is, after all, represented as principled and sincere. When he discovers Sal's engagement to Polly and decides, after some irresolution, that he can no longer maintain his support for the strike, it is not simply (or at least not only), as Crew puts it, that 'atavistic fanaticism reasserts itself' (Crew 1979:C9) .
Although this may well be how the other characters in the play see things, from Raffaele's own perspective the proposed union between Sal and Polly is objectionable not only because it violates the "social apartheid" between Italians and Canadians that he upholds, but also because it intimates a wider threat: assimilation. The crux which binds him, in other words, is that he is willing to support the working-class alliance, but only on condition that its purpose does not go beyond the improvement of their economic lot. But what the alliance between Sal and Polly brings home to him, so to speak, is that the development of common economic interests between Italian and Canadian workers cannot be divorced from wider social consequences. Hence what starts out as cross-community economic solidarity may lead sooner or later to other forms of social unity as well, eventually even undermining the commitment to Raffale's traditions and beliefs, which are obviously so dear to him.
La Storia should be understood, then, not simply as a play that offers an ethical or moral critique of ethnic excess and prejudice, but as a more complex work in which Raffaele's dilemma ultimately takes on mutually compromising commitments. This conception of Raffaele's situation reflects, I would argue, a social and historical truth of a more significant order than any critique of parochialism could make. A moral critique would conceive of Raffaele's attitude essentially in terms of personal limitation: divisions persist, that is, because unenlightened individuals fail to overcome their atavistic and irrational prejudices. However, the construction of Raffaele's character as an inflexible one stemming from irreconcilable commitments works towards a more materialist diagnosis by allowing that mutual suspicion and segregation persist not simply because of personal weakness or moral vice, but also because Raffaele is exposed to the threat of identity loss. The construction of Raffaele's dilemma is one in which his willingness to work to improve the shared economic interests of Canadian and Italian workers comes into irresolvable conflict with his desire to maintain what he believes to be the basis of Italian identity:
They [the Italians] had come to Canada believing it was the land of opportunity, but it also seemed to be a land devoid of tradition and morals. They found Canadian customs strange, especially the holiday celebrated with turkey instead of saints! Mannaggia all'America [to hell with America or Damn America -my translation]! 1 (R, scene 3)
When Canada fails to live up to his expectations, he curses the fate that has forced him to forsake his beloved homeland and seek his fortune in an alien land. Hence, in the face of this alienation and isolation, he feels he has to cling to his traditional way of life as the "Canadian way" is not acceptable. However, the final scene of the play shows Raffaele wrecking his tomato patch. This can clearly work as an allegory of the state of his personal identity, which now seems ready to be refashioned from its own ruins. The negotiation of this value system, termed la via vecchia, "the old ways", age-old customs that were known to work, helped them to survive centuries of man-made and natural disasters in Italy and ensured continuity before immigration. Its main components were a strong attachment to the family, a strict code of honour, a belief in destiny (or fate) and reliance on old rituals. However, for both the playwrights and the Italian Canadian communities it was now time to reflect on the negotiation of this value system and to reflect on its survival or disappearance in Canada which, through the multicultural policy, seemed to be opening up to its ethnic communities. That la via vecchia could show prejudiced or bigoted Italian Canadians The main dilemma for Tony Nardi and the playwrights who followed him was how to represent a community that was fragmented and separated from Canada. They wanted to start from what they knew, but they also wanted to stage stories that were easily accessible. Furthermore, theatre practitioners like Nardi also felt that their communities should have the most accurate image available, whether this was for better or for worse. While Italian Canadian theatre of the 1980s worked as a catalyst for some, it was regarded as mere folkloric display by others. Detractors accused Italian Canadian plays of functioning within a narrow statist framework and pointed an accusatory finger at playwrights they saw as being responsible for the fetishization of cultural differences that peddled easily identifiable in notions of history, tradition, and authenticity in order to accumulate cultural capital for 'disenfranchised groups' (Hade 1997:43) . As Gareth Griffiths has warned, productions such as these set their own traps for they could 'overwrite and overdetermine the full range of representations' through which community identities were articulated (1994:72), and could thus disavow possibilities of moving beyond those circumscribed identities (1994:76). Likewise, Smaru Kamboureli (2000) cautions that the notion of 'community' privileged in official multicultural discourse can lead to oversimplified narratives of origins, and that plays produced under these terms tend to subscribe the 'marketing and fetishization of communities to be displayed and consumed ' (2000:65) . Daniel Hade (1997), meanwhile, uses the term 'boutique multiculturalism' to refer to this phenomenon, a term which, for some, perhaps best approximates the incorporation of state multiculturalism into ethnically oriented Canadian community theatre in the 1980s in Canada. Multiculturalism served as the preferred way for Italian cultural centres, notably in
Montreal and Toronto, to obtain public recognition. In this context, the productions of La Storia fitted within this model of "special interest" topics and events.
Plays like La Storia were certainly the effect of a state-determined cultural management and a grassroots response to the "lived reality" of its ethnic comminities. However, plays as such tended by and large to avoid folkloricization, instead questioning a selective past and allowing for a different present and a new future to be fashioned. It is true that past, present and future were not generally put in conversation with one another. Yet, before suggesting a mode of interaction, plays like La Storia needed to present 'a model of performance and observation [of] object/subject' (Crew I979:4A), i.e., to show who Italian Canadians were beyond their immediate communities. Hence, it could be said that, at the time, multiculturalism provided one of the most effective challenges to the canons of knowledge as they were originally formulated in Canada. The newlyestablished multicultural policy allowed Italian Canadian theatre practitioners to incorporate their underrepresented histories and cultural traditions into institutionalised discourses in order to reflect the nation's diversity more accurately.
